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100 + CDP Practice Questions (NISHTHA 3.0) 

What is a portfolio? 

A. Collection of toys and learning 
material 

B. Record of personal profile of 
each child such as admission, 
health, etc. 

C. Collection of concrete work 
sample of each child 

D. Record of punctuality of each 
child to the school 

 
The main purpose of the 
activity/interest areas is to give children 
opportunity for 

A. Free play 

B. Standing 
C. Sitting 
D. Rest 

 
NEP-2020 advocates that learning of 
children should be in continuum from 

A. Preschool to the early 
primary grades 

B. Home to preschools 
C. Early primary grades to primary 

grades 
D. Home to early primary grades 

 

What is the age for preschool III? 

A. 4+ 
B. 5+ 
C. 3+ 
D. 6+ 

 
 
 
What is the duration for the 
implementation of Vidya Pravesh in 
weeks? 

A. 24 weeks 
B. 12 weeks 
C. 6 weeks 
D. 16 weeks 

 
What is the correct example of 
phonological awareness? 

A. Flipping pages of a book from 
front-to-back 

B. Identification of rhyming 
words 

C. Awareness of punctuation 
marks, logos and level 

D. Identification of book’s title, 
author, illustrator, front page 
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What is the daily duration (in hours) for 
the implementation of Vidya Pravesh 
and Balvatika? 

A. Two hours per day 
B. Six hours per day 
C. Four hours per day 
D. Three hours per day 

 
When should the worksheets be given 
to the children? 

A. Whenever children want 
B. At the beginning of the activities 
C. After children have 

sufficient opportunities to 
play with concrete objects 
or toys and play-based 
activities 

D. Before children have sufficient 
opportunities to play with 
concrete objects or toys and 
play-based activities 

 
Balvatika is meant for the children of 
what stage of schooling? 

A. Children entering Grade I 
B. Children in preschool I 
C. Children in preschool III 
D. Children in preschool II 

 
What is meant by the weekly schedule? 

A. Number of weeks for which the 
programme has to be 
implemented 

B. Day-wise scheduling of 
activities to be conducted 
for a week 

C. Designing lesson plan for a 
week 

D. Listing of activities to be 
conducted for a week 

Vidya Pravesh is meant for the children 
of what stage of schooling? 

A. Children entering Grade I 
B. Children in preschool 
C. Children entering Grade III 
D. Children completing Grade I 

 
What is the specific purpose of Vidya 
Pravesh and Balvatika? 

A. Ensure smooth transition of 
children to the primary 
grades 

B. Ensure smooth transition of 
children to the preschools 

C. Provide developmentally 
appropriate material to the 
children 

D. Provide learning environment to 
the children 

 
Foundational stage as given in NEP-
2020 covers the age group of 

A. 6 to 8 years 
B. 3 to 8 years 
C. 4 to 8 years 
D. 2 to 8 years 

 
What is a teacher expected to do in 
case there is more than one language 
as mother tongue/home language? 

A. Use the language of instruction 
B. Allow as many languages as 

are in the classroom to be 
used for expression 

C. Allow the languages maximum 
children know 

D. Use the language the teacher 
knows 
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Learning crisis among children of what 
stage of schooling is mentioned in NEP-
2020? 

A. Preschool and primary schools 
B. Primary schoolse 
C. Preschools 
D. Secondary schools 

 
The activities and worksheets or the 
learning experiences for Vidya Pravesh 
and Balvatika should be developed 
around 

A. Developmental goal 2 and 3 
B. All three developmental 

goals 
C. Two developmental goals 
D. Developmental goal 1 

 
 
 
What language should be preferred as 
a medium of instruction? 

A. Hindi 
B. English 
C. Mother tongue or the 

language familiar to most 
children 

D. Any language 
 
Which of the following document is part 
of the FLN Mission? 

A. The Preschool Curriculum 
B. National Educational Policy-

2020 
C. Guidelines for preschool 

education 
D. Vidya Pravesh 

What is free play? 

A. Child-initiated small group 
activity 

B. Teacher-initiated small group 
activity 

C. Teacher-initiated large group 
D. Child-initiated large group 

activity 
 
As per the NEP-2020, the learning crisis 
points out which two aspects? 

A. Fundamental literacy and 
numeracy 

B. Foundational numeracy and 
environment awareness 

C. Foundational literacy and 
numeracy 

D. Health and wellbeing, and 
numeracy 

 
What are the competencies and 
concepts covered under the 
developmental goal 1? 

A. Pro-social behaviour, number 
sense, reading with 
comprehension 

B. Self-concept, pro-social 
behaviour, health, 
nutrition, hygienic 
practices, self-protection, 
motor skills 

C. Sensory development, cognitive 
skills, concept formation, and 
number sense 

D. Talking and listening, reading 
with comprehension, writing 
with a purpose 

 
What is the duration for the 
implementation of Balvatika? 

A. 3 years 
B. 1 year 
C. 4 years 
D. 2 years 
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How many developmental goals are 
covered in the development of Vidya 
Pravesh and Balvatika? 

A. 4 developmental goals 
B. 3 developmental goals 
C. 2 developmental goals 
D. 1 developmental goal 

 
Among the following, which activities 
come under the daily/routine activities 
as per the weekly schedule? 

A. Bal mela 
B. Greet and meet, circle time 

and free expression 
C. PTM 
D. Cultural programme 

 
What is the full form of FLN Mission? 

A. Fundamental Literacy and 
Numeracy Mission 

B. Foundational Learning of 
Numeracy Mission 

C. Foundational Literacy and 
Numeracy Mission 

D. Foundational Language and 
Numeracy Mission 

 
What term is used for preschool III in 
NEP-2020? 

A. Balvikas 
B. Balvatika 
C. Anganwadi 
D. Balbadi 

 
What is meant by DIY? 

A. Dance, Illustrate and be 
Youthful 

B. Design and Illustration by 
Yourself 

C. Do It Yourself 

D. Do It Yesterday 
 
At which stage of life is the brain 
development rapid? 

A. Late childhood stage 
B. Early childhood stage 
C. Adulthood 
D. Adolescence stage 

 
The NEP-2020 talks about what kind of 
intervention to be given in the early 
grades? 

A. Home-based 
B. Lay-based, enquiry based, 

age and developmentally 
appropriate 

C. Theme-based 
D. Assessment-based 

 
What process of assessment is 
suggested in Vidya Pravesh and 
Balvatika? 

A. Continuous and multi-
dimensional 

B. Test 
C. Summative 
D. Observation 

 
What kind of freedom is given to the 
teachers with respect to the activities, 
worksheets and illustrations? 

A. Make the worksheets colourful 
for children 

B. Not to use them 
C. Let children and parents 

develop them 
D. Modify or contextualise 

them 
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How will continuous assessment given 
in Vidya Pravesh and Balvatika help 
teachers? 

A. Complete one stage of 
education/learning 

B. Prepare final result of each child 
C. Adapt and modify teaching-

learning strategies, play 
material, activity areas 

D. Decide who has performed best 
 
For how many terms are the 
assessment schedules suggested for 
the assessment and recording of 
children’s progress? 

A. Four 
B. Two 
C. One 
D. Three 

 
What is the correct example of balance 
in activities? 

A. Greet and meet activities 
B. Literacy and numeracy activities 
C. Teacher-initiated and child-

initiated activities 
D. Outdoor and gross motor 

activities 
 
What kind of material is suggested in 
Vidya Pravesh and Balvatika? 

A. Wooden material 
B. Commercial material 
C. Children made material 
D. Indigenous/locally, low-

cost or no-cost material 
 
Which document is mentioned as level-
3 in the FLN Mission Guidelines? 

A. The Preschool Curriculum 

B. Balvatika 
C. Vidya Pravesh 
D. National Educational Policy-

2020 
 
The activities and worksheets or the 
learning experiences suggested in 
Vidya Pravesh and Balvatika should be 
based on 

A. Competencies and concepts 
B. Themes 
C. Competencies 
D. Concepts 

 
What is the purpose of transition 
activities? 

A. Help children move from one 
toy to the another 

B. Help children move from home 
to the school 

C. Help children move from 
one activity to the another 

D. Help children move from one 
playmate to another 

 
Which components represent language 
and literacy in its complete form? 

A. Oral, writing, and story 
B. Reading, story, and writing 
C. Oral, reading, and writing 
D. Oral, reading, and story 

 
What is the focus of Vidya Pravesh and 
Balvatika? 

A. Develop the competencies and 
concepts to support learning at 
the home 

B. Develop the competencies 
and concepts to support 
learning at the preparatory 
stage 
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C. Develop the concepts to support 
learning at the preparatory 
stage 

D. Develop the competencies to 
support learning at the 
preparatory stage 

 
To telephone and Talking book are 
some examples of……… to boost 
language and communication skills of 
young children take a start 

A. tech aided toys 
B. Digital toys 
C. traditional toys 
D. D-Y-I toys 

 
At what age children start 
demonstrating their willingness to play 
with other in a structured manner 

A. 4-5 year 
B. 8-9yrar 
C. 6-8year 
D. 5-6year 

 
Dhjngali toys are also know as 

A. plastic dolls 
B. metal dolls 
C. glass dolls 
D. cotton dolls 

 
Toys and educational play materials 
must not be? 

A. culturally irrelevant 
B. linked to all children’s interest 
C. developmentally appropriate 
D. Aligned with learning outcomes 

 
Which of the following statement is true 
in the context of toys educational aid? 

A. playing with toy take away the 
learning time of 

B. toy are of fun only 
C. Playing with toys help in 

developing important 
D. toys or only for toddlers 

 
Indi genius toys are made up of? 

A. aluminium 
B. steel 
C. local Lacoste material 
D. plastic 

 
What is considered a good idea in order 
to ensure quiety play in small group 
amongst children? 

A. creating a creative corner 
B. creating a toy area 
C. creating a confusion both 
D. Creating a book corner 

 
Kaleidoscope is made up of 

A. glass newspaper and selected 
pictures 

B. cardboard glass peace and 
some random pictures 

C. velvet paper threads and paint 
brush 

D. wooden board Nails and paint 
 
Which of the following is incorrect in 
relation to ring set puzzle ring set 
puzzle: 

A. Enhances gross Motor skills 
B. can be used to develop fine 

Motor skills 
C. improves understanding of 

colour shapes etc 
D. is made up of glass 
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Tech aided toys help in? 

A. make learning monotonous 
B. make learning joyful 
C. make child watching a battery 

operated toy 
D. make child feel isolated 

 
Which of the following statement is not 
correct in the context of indigenous 
toys 

A. indigenous toys help children to 
learn about 

B. indigenous toys have scope for 
exploration and are 

C. indigenous toys are cheap 
D. indigenous toys are not 

easily available 
 
The history of toys are traced back to 

A. Indus Valley period 
B. Mauryan period 
C. Prehistoric period 
D. Rig Vedic period 

 
DIY toys does not challenge children in 

A. creativity 
B. problem solving skill 
C. spiritual skill 
D. critical thinking skill 

 
Which the essential component in 
implementing a play active based 
approach across the fundamental 
stage? 

A. Instruction oriented 
environment 

B. absolutely formal environment 
C. children friendly 

environment 
D. teacher dominated environment 

 
Which is true amongst the following? 

A. d i y toys are not toys 
B. toys help children to learn 

about themselves and 
C. open ended toys must be 

wooden toys 
D. play is not educational 

 
Children love to object……….. because 
they are curious and eager to learn by 
nature. 

A. Throw 
B. Manipulate 
C. Destruct 
D. Borrow 

 
Which among the following is a 
technology based game? 

A. Carrom board 
B. video game 
C. Marble game 
D. Ludo 

 
The full form of d i y is 

A. Draw it yourself 
B. do it yourself 
C. dig it yourself 
D. deal it yourself 

 
Indi genius toys connect children with 

A. family 

B. culture 
C. Technology 
D. classroom 
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Which of the following is not correct in 
relation to kitchen toys 

A. kitchen toys help in developing 
problem solving 

B. kitchen toys help in developing 
fine motor skill 

C. kitchen toys can be placed in a 
dramatic play 

D. kitchen toys help in 
introspecting self 

 
Which off The following is the famous 
indigenous toys of Gujarat 

A. Barbie Dolls 
B. Dhingli dolls 
C. cotton dolls 
D. nesting dolls 

 
Which of the following is not an active 
physical play? 

A. computer game 
B. jump 
C. dance 
D. climb 

 
What approach should be practised in a 
child friendly classroom across the 
foundational stage 

A. Teacher talk approach 
B. project based approach 
C. play way based child 

centred approach 
D. textbook based approach 

 
Which of the following should not be a 
consideration while choosing play 
materials toys for children’s? 

A. children’s age 

B. childrens communities and 
culture 

C. childrens economics status 
D. children’s physical development 

 
Which among the following is not a d i 
y idea 

A. Buying toy airplane from 
market and playing with it 

B. making toy train with toilet rolls 
C. making toy telephone using 

paper cup used cans 
D. making kaleidoscope with the 

help of shuttlecock 
 
Toys aid the young children in 

A. cognitive development 
B. economic development 
C. ritual development 
D. political development 

 
At which age group toy based pedology 
should be initiated? 

A. 3-4years 
B. 1-2years 
C. 2-3years 
D. 4-5years 

 
Toy Centre created for young children 
should have 

A. materials and no toys 
B. wooden toys 
C. toys and age appropriate 

manipulative and 
D. Unbreakable material only 

 
Identify from the following which is a 
traditional building toy? 

A. Jenga 
B. Legos 
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C. Jigsaw puzzles 
D. stickers 

 
Which of the following is the popular 
name for the toy set of kitchen utensils 
in Gujarat? 

A. Nesting dolls 
B. Kaleidoscope 
C. Rasoi 
D. Dhingli 

 
The DIY area should be 

A. Low cost materials placed all 
around in the room 

B. well stocked with materials 
neat and organized 

C. Less materials accessible only 
upon permission 

D. well stocked with materials and 
Messy 

 
Play is helpful in the development of 
language and thought Who said this 

A. Howard gardner 
B. Lev vygotsky 
C. Robert sternberg 
D. john dewey 

 
Ring set puzzle help in learning the 
concept of 

A. classification 
B. Seriation 
C. subtraction 
D. addition 

 
This objective of introducing towards 
across the foundational stages is: 

A. to rehabilitate to makers 
B. to remove poverty 

C. to promote experiential 
learning from early age 

D. to bring equity in community 
 
Children in the classroom should be 
permitted to bring their? 

A. computer 
B. Gadgets 
C. toys and games 
D. mobile 

 
Which of the following game is not a 
popular traditional Indian games 

A. Kabaddi 
B. throw and catch 
C. Cricket 
D. Posham pa bhai posham pa 

 
Which of the following should be a 
guiding criteria for selecting the toy for 
children 

A. to material edible 
B. Toy is appropriate for child’s 

age 
C. Toy is expensive 
D. Toy look attractive for 

 
Kaleido scope is very useful in 
developing understanding of the? 

A. special concept 
B. science concept of 

reflection and refraction 
C. fractional concept 
D. water properties concept 

 
In which activity area the kitchen set 
should be placed? 

A. mathematics blocks area 
B. quiet area 
C. Dramatic play area 
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D. reading area 
 
At which stage learning through toys is 
most required? 

A. middle school stage 
B. secondary stage 
C. foundational and 

preparatory stage 
D. Higher education stage 

 
ICT integration in teaching learning 
means 
i.only the age of Internet and digital 
device 
ii. Thoughful use of technology 
iii. Use of digital devices has a means to 
achieve the required objective and 
learning outcomes 
iv. Uses of Technology seamlessly for 
educational process choose the correct 
option 

A. ii and iii only 

B. i and iv 
C. i only 
D. ii , iii and iv 

 
Following are the parameter to be 
considered while integrating ICT 

A. context terms of iinfrastructure 
and human 

B. Pedagogy approaches of 
teaching and learning 

C. type of Technology and its 
feature size of the 

D. nature of contain 
infrastructure and human 

At the primary level………can be used 
by teacher for encouraging 
participation and promoting joyful 
learning 

A. robots 

B. Drone 
C. digital game 
D. Automotive game 

 
 ………..Help to resolve the physical 
infrastructural Challenges of lab 
experiences and physical 
demonstration testing 

A. Chemistry lab 
B. science lab 
C. virtual labs 
D. drama theatre 

 
Online course encourages 
i. Personalized learning 
ii. Self paced learning 
iii. Malpractices 
iv. lifelong learning choose the correct 
options 

A. i, ii, iv 
B. ii, iii, iv 
C. i, ii, iii 
D. i, iii, iv 

 
ICT stand for……… 

A. information to communication 
technology 

B. Information and 
Communication terminology 

C. information and common 
Technology 

D. Information and 
Communication 
Technology 

 
One of the focus area of NEP 2020 is 
Foundation literacy and numeracy(FLN) 
which was always a focus of 

A. Higher education 
B. Secondary Education 
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C. pre primary and primary 
education 

D. distance education 
 
NEP 2020 requirements to achieve 
Universal foundational literacy and 
numeracy in school by…… 

A. 2050 
B. 2023 
C. 2030 
D. 2025 

 
…… is the more appropriate resource to 
be used to teach different sound of 
birds animal and various natural audios 
etc 

A. computer programme 
B. Virtual lab 
C. audio resources 
D. graphic resources 

 
Which of the following media platforms 
cannot be used for enhancing 
procedural knowledge dimension? 

A. taxt 
B. interactive white board 
C. digital Geoboard 
D. simulation 

 
The hierarchy of the contents 
transacted at the pre-primary primary 
stage under the dimensions of 
knowledge is 

A. Metacognition, factual, 
procedural, conceptual 

B. Factual, procedural, conceptual, 
metacognition 

C. Fctual, procedural 
metacognition, conceptual 

D. Factual, conceptual, 
procedural metacognition 

 
……. does not support visualizing 
processes which are not easily 
accessible in the classroom situation 

A. animation 
B. simulations 
C. Virtual lab 
D. printed materials 

 
 
 
Which one of the following is not true 
ICT teaching material should 

A. Strengthen students motivation 
and creativity 

B. Be highly paid always 
C. Promote independent learning 
D. be visual and experimental 

 
Activity of comparing the recorded 
pronunciation of word with the correct 
pronunciation can be practiced in 

A. Chemistry Lab 
B. drama theatre 
C. language Labs 
D. science Lan 

 
Content transacted at the…….. stage 
may include readiness for reading 
writing and numeracy. 

A. secondary 
B. Middle 
C. foundational 
D. higher secondary 

 
Which of the following tools can be 
used for creativity? 

A. tux math 
B. educative8 
C. Gcompris 
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D. Tuxpaint 
 
Children are in vulnerable situation 
when they get exposure to…….. 

A. Attending offline Schools 
B. hearing virtual rehames 
C. harmful and exploiting sites 
D. Limited virtual games 

 
MOPC stand for 

A. Media online open course 
B. Massive open online course 
C. Massachusetts open online 

course 
D. Myrind open online course 

 
 

Tax math is 

• subject specific tools 
• games 
• animation 
• simulation 

 
…….. means class size diversity in term 
of age cultural context socioeconomics 
status gender marginality geographical 
location and availability access to 
technology. 

A. Demographic 
B. Physiological 
C. cognitive 
D. affective 
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